MINI5280 Newsletter- September 2016
Hi there, this is just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you are a MINI5280 club member. Don’t forget to add secretary@mini5280.org to
your address book so we’re sure to land in your inbox!

Hi there!

IN THIS ISSUE

It certainly was not my intention to get the newsletter competed so utterly “past”
minute, but I’ve never known sleep deprivation or lack of time like I have with a
newborn these past four weeks!













For this month we’ve rolled out a new merchandise promotion plus a win-able
MINItainment, so be sure to participate. I think you’re really going to love the name
stories! Brian’s Bulletin is one that speaks more to the heart than technical talk this
month which is a welcome perspective for many of you I know. And of course keep
your eyes on the calendar for upcoming events.
Remember that the DUE DATE FOR NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS IS THE 1
OF THE MONTH. If I don’t get it, you won’t see it! Please email all newsletter
submissions, feedback, questions, and any ideas for the club to
secretary@mini5280.org.
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Diana Peterman
MINI5280 Secretary

Welcome New Members
President’s Message
Merch Madness
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My Name Is…
Brian’s Bulletin
MINItainment
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MINI5280 Merchandise
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Website: http://mini5280.org/
Facebook: MINI5280
A Facebook place for members to talk
about all things MINI: MINI5280
Conversations
A Facebook place to check on club drives
and events: MINI5280 Club Drives
A Facebook place for members to post
classifieds: MINI5280 Buy/Sell/Trade
Our national event: MINIs In the Mountains
Our sister club: MiniCOW- Minis of
Colorado and Wyoming
A local classic Mini club: Minis of the
Rockies (MOTR)

Please welcome our new members:
 David Floodeen
 Christopher Pirri

 Danielle Stevens
 Wayne Lajoie
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Greetings all MINI5280 Members & MINIACS!
August is in the books and so is the amazing 2016 MINI summer!
We’re starting to get those cooler nights, crisper Fall like weather
days as kids go back to school and we start breaking out the
warmer clothing. August was fantastic with a myriad of MINI events
including club picnics, overnighters, international drives and
impromptu get-togethers, not to mention celebrating the original
MINI’s birthday August 26, 1959 - 57 years young!
As September begins and Labor Day weekend is upon us we get
ready for two Fall Colors Drives, Detailing Tips, Vintage museums, planning for Yalla Yalla, MITM
(Minis In The Mountains), and the club’s annual holiday party (location and date TBD). I hope to see
you, some of the 60 new members who’ve joined us since January, on our remaining Fall and
upcoming Winter calendar of events. We’ve created and participated in 40+ drives and events this
year, and I’m confident that we’ve got something that’s MINI FUN for everyone. Please join us and
Motor On!
Onward & Upward,
Chris Chappell
president@mini5280.org

The rules are easy:
1. Purchase an item from the MINI5280 Store.
2. Get “caught” wearing or having it with you at any event.
3. Win a small surprise!
The SMALL print:
 To win the small surprise you must be documented
(photographed) with your merchandise at an event by an officer
and it must be submitted to secretary@mini5280.org for
publication in newsletter. This will serve as official
acknowledgment for receipt of the surprise.
 Surprises are awarded only the first time you are
“caught”. No repeats…who do you think we are?
 This promo will run through the rest of 2016…probably.
Maybe beyond that. We haven’t decided yet. 
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Rambler Ranch- August 6
-submitted by Chris Chappell

On Saturday August 6th, 75 members of MINI5280 and MINICOW clubs got together for the Rambler
Ranch Drive, Museum Tour and BBQ. Unlike our previous date in March that was snowed out we
enjoyed a spectacular day as we motored through the foothills of Deer Creek Canyon, Evergreen,
Littleton, Sedalia and Castle Rock on our way to Elizabeth, CO and the Rambler Ranch private, 165
acre, estate.
Once everyone had arrived safe and sound, Terry Gale, the ranch owner and museum curator
regaled us with the following story:
“ As a boy my favorite toys were my collection of matchbox, hot wheels and “Tonka” trucks. I always
dreamt of the day I could play with full size cars. In 1988 that dream became a reality starting with my
dad’s 54 Ambassador that was purchased in the early 70’s for $50 from Krance Motors in Price Utah.
At 129,000 miles the oil pump gave out and the car was parked out at the family farm where it sat for
18 years. When I visited my dad at the farm I would play in the Nash pretending to drive it around.
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Years later at a family reunion my brother asked me if he wanted the old Nash or it would be sent to a
junk yard. My dad passed in 1977 so I decided to save a part of family history and save the Nash.”
Since that time Terry has restored over 600 cars and has the world’s largest private collection of
Nash & AMC Cars. Overall, his collection contains 39 other manufacturer including at least one of
each of these makes. DeSoto, Dodge, Chrysler, Imperial, Plymouth, Edsel, Ford, Lincoln, Mercury,
Chevrolet, Covair, GMC, Cadillac, Pontiac, Geo, Opel, International, Studebaker, Kaiser, Packard,
Allstate, Checker, Yugo, Rolls Royce, Porsche, Wolsley, Fiat, Mercedes, BMW, Vauxhall, Jeep,
Bricklin, Funwagon, Citroen Mitsubishi, Acura & Honda.
Needless to say, after being awestruck by the sheer size, dedication, magnitude and cleanliness of
the collection we were also treated to see a replicated 1950’s diner as well as an original Sinclair Gas
Station adjacent to the immaculate BBQ and picnic area.
Hotdogs, Hamburgers and all the fixin’s of a traditional BBQ were on hand and fellow club members,
Rick Gonzales & LeeAnn Naeve played a huge part in cooking, organizing and helping pull off a
wonderful and very memorable event. Thank you!
As Terry keeps adding to his collection (a brand new 10,000 sq ft building was just finished) I’m sure
we’ll be back to enjoy this spectacular property and collection.
Thanks everyone for coming, Motor On!
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4 Day/3 Night SW Colorado Most Excellent Adventure –August 26-29
-submitted by Debbie Ratliff
This was an awesome adventure put together by Brad and Lorrie Fountain that started with a drive
from Denver to Red Arrow Inn and Suites in Montrose. It was about 312 miles via Glenwood Springs,
McClure Pass, Crawford and the Black Canyon of the Gunnison to Montrose. What great looking
views we had. We stopped to have lunch at Zack’s BBQ in Hotchkiss, CO – good food, nice people,
and of course the MINI made an impression and was the talk of the town. Once we arrived at the
motel we all unpack the cars and made plans for dinner and were lucky there was a great Mexican
restaurant right across the way from the motel with more great food and great company.
The second day’s drive ran through a few small towns and on some serious twisty road which made
us all shout, “Let’s do it it again!” The drive to Gateway took us through several more small towns. On
Hwy 145, you pass through Norwood est. 1886, Naturita est. 1882 and drive by Nucla est. 1904
(home of the Nucla Prairie Dog Shoot each year) just some fact supplied by Lorrie. Then on to
the Gateway Canyons Vintage Auto Museum with some more facts supplied by Lorrie: the
museum features nearly 60 of the most prized and impeccably preserved historic cars in the country
displayed in a unique gallery setting. The presentation includes the one-of-a-kind 1954 Oldsmobile F88 concept car, considered a rare American icon. While I did not get to view these wonderful cars, I
did hear they were awesome, hope someone has some pictures to share.
Those are just some of the things we did. It was packed full with lots of twisty road and the scenery
which was great – this is a beautiful state and David and I and our boys got to enjoy this with our MINI
family; fun was had by all. We had a great time and want to thank Brad & Lorrie once again. We also
got to meet some MINI friends from New Mexico and it was great having them along. It was an
awesome ride. Let’s do it again!
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-Diana Peterman
When I came up with the idea for this feature I knew that it was going to be fun. The stories that I am
familiar with have been a joy to hear and I’m so delighted that the request was met with such
enthusiasm. The origins of our choices reach far and wide and are a great testament to the merriment
that makes MINI5280 remarkable.
My 2012 MINI Cooper Coupe JCW is named Murphy. She's a bit different and strong-willed!
Although she's a light grey with red stripes, she’s named after a famous TV character, Murphy
Brown:) I've only had her for 4 months, but she’s my 5th and most favorite MINI so far. (Drive her
back from SFO!). -MJ Wylie

My MINI Roadster’s name is Sheba. Sheba was the only kingdom on earth not subject to King
Solomon and its queen was a sun worshiper who is assumed to have been Ethiopian. Since the
Roadster is a convertible and mine is black it only seemed appropriate. -Chuck Maybee
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I bought my 2012 Justa Clubby from Tom and Sharon Taylor. It was first Duncan from Dune for a
week or two because he was a very loyal friend, a person you could count on. Sparky came to mind
while driving. Sparky has been a term of endearment I always liked so the name Duncan was left by
the wayside. Sparky was traded for a 2011 S Clubman in June of 2016. I had just visited the Johnson
Space Center in Houston where I grew up with a friend’s parents being engineers and astronauts. I
bought a NASA sticker there and put it on the new MINI. The choice was simple after that: Rocket! It
feels like a rocket compared to Sparky! Lot of amazing history behind that name that I have seen up
close: Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, the moon, Apollo-Soyuz, Skylab, Shuttle, and Space Station. -Carl
Johnson

Seger named himself! After the adoption paperwork had been signed and he was officially part of
the family I asked him, "What is your name?". Then I turned on the radio and the first song I heard
was "Night Moves" by Bob Seger and the Silver Bullet Band. I didn't really want a car named Bob
so I presented all the pertinent info (color, type, etc) to my family to help me with the name. They
were told that the song info must be part of their answer. My Dad suggested "Blue Knight" but my
sister Amy was the one that came up with Seger. -Mike Hillier

1st MINI was named Rex because those letters were in the VIN.
Current MINI (#3) Named Baymax after the character in the movie Big Hero 6. When we were
trying to find a name, I was looking for things that were white and all of a sudden thought of
Baymax. Big, cute and friendly when he is normal. Press the Sport Button, and he turns into a lean,
mean, flying machine. Carving up the corners and chewing up the asphalt. –Andy Autobee
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Two movies led to Stella, 1952 A Streetcar named desire and How Stella Got Her Groove Back. Now
I have not watched all of either movie, just snippets, but when I parked Stella in the garage, both
literally popped into my head. The second movie reminds me of my life, sorta. I used my move to
Colorado as a clean slate; get my groove back, if you will. So Stella fits, me and the car. –Danielle
Stevens

So lizzy got her name for following the English monarchy. QE the first or Lizzy for short. The
thought process is if I get another MINI it will be QE 2 or Lizzy the Second. -Patrick Hagemeier

My story is pretty short. The graphics on my car are based on the Curtiss P-40 Warhawk. They
were known as the flying tigers. I named my car Tony as a cross reference to Tony the Tiger from
Frosted Flakes cereal and because he’s grrrrreat! -Kory Broere

Sharon's All4's name is Mariah, as in "they call the wind Mariah". Tom's is named Al Kooper after
the musician and songwriter. -Tom and Sharon Taylor

My little blue convertible Mini is named "Cassidy." This name arose to celebrate and honor my latest
addition to the family, Cassidy Brigh (@Cassidy_Brigh on instagram). Brigh (as we call him) is a
wonderful, happy, waggy-tailed little poodle/bichon/pumi mix who came into my life as a severe
abuse foster that had just had a leg removed. His bright spirit and enthusiasm for life quickly won
my heart, and with his help, we have fostered so many more little abuse and special needs pups that
seem to take a cue from this happy boy and find their own joy for life!! -Bob Krugmire
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Clara gets her name from a character in Doctor Who. Clara was the companion to the doctor on his
many adventures, as is my Clara on mine. :) -Rhonda Johnson

My MINI's name is "The Duke of Cambridge" or Cambridge for short. We picked him up from the
dealer the day the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge got married. -Stacy Jordan

Bat mobile. Not very original. Its 2016 JCW, all black, with red accents. If Batman drove a MINI, it
would be this car; though it needs bullet proof windows, body, and tires (the run flats might be ok).
Oh, and a few other things. -Rick Patch

Upon adopting him, he needed a name, I knew. For a couple weeks I spent a gratuitous lump of time
unsuccessfully rummaging my mind for inspiration. I focused my criteria on the basics: he’s a He,
he’s black, he’s quick, he’s a trouble-maker. Then I suddenly recalled this that I saw on Youtube (and
watch, and watch and watch when I need a lift) and it was instantly perfect, Fenton. Don’t watch it
if you don’t like to laugh! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GRSbr0EYYU -Diana Peterman

My wife Alison and I call our MINI "The Baby BMW." I really don't know how we can up with that,
but we just started calling it that one day and the name stuck. It could possibly be because my
Father-in-law has a full sized BMW in his garage. -Ken Heise
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Driving my new MINI around, I loved how zippy it was. I’d find myself trying to be stopped at a red
light so I could take off fast. I’d think, “Eat my dust!” and that led to calling my car Dusty. It is also
fitting because she is a dust magnet, picking it up even before I finish washing. -Melissa Benson

Lorrie and I got our Moonwalk Grey 2015 F56 MCS last August. We bought it off the lot at Schomp
and did not have time to decide on a name until after getting it home. We spent weeks researching
"British" names and after much suffering, indecision and polling of my family and friends, we
decided on Nigel.
On our first Mini5280 club meeting, I parked 2 cars away from a Moonwalk Grey F56 just like mine
that belongs to Bob Burgess. As luck would have it Bob had named his car Mister Nigel Murray. I
managed to live with that cruel twist of fate for many months. Then I happened to search the LXM
member database for MINIs named Nigel and found that 8 LXM members had also named their
cars Nigel. It was more than I could take!
I then vowed to find a truly unique name for our MINI. After much sweat and toil I decided on Igby.
I have no idea how I came up with that name. It simply popped into my head after trying on Digby,
Rigby, Pigby, Bigby, Igby...hmmmm, Igby it is. I searched the LXM database, the Mini5280 member
list and internet for Igby. The only reference that I found was a movie made in 2002 called Igby
Goes Down. I reveled in my creative genius! I was so happy with myself that I immediately posted
in Mini5280 Conversations that I had renamed my car Igby.
The next thing that happened was that Carl Johnson commented on my post and said that he liked
the name Igby so much that he was going to change the name his MINI from Sparky to Igby. His
post made me laugh uncontrollably. It is not easy coming up with a unique name for your MINI. It
can be a perilous process, just sayin'. -Brad Fountain
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My 2010 BRG Clubman S is named "Dimples." She is spunky and I test drove her all day before I
even noticed that she was riddled with hail damage. I brought her to my dad's home 4x4 workshop
and was discussing replacing her hood and fixing the dents. My mom came in while we were talking
about the dents and told us, "You leave her alone. Besides, men always liked my dimples..." And, she
has been Dimples ever since.
Once I came to like her blemishes, that's when I decided to embrace my family’s love of off-roading
and turn Dimples into my own trail-running little badass. I've added a lift and larger tires, an
aluminum underbody skid plate, and custom roof rack with a full size spare tire and a front grille
guard with lights. Maybe I'll add a winch one day. And I've got my eye set on a rear hitch for a bike
rack or maybe to pull a tiny teardrop trailer. -Ron Brauch

I purchased my first MINI in May 2016 and I am totally smitten! At my first MINI5280 outing
several owners referred to their cars by name. I had never given any of my cars a name before.
Over the next few days I thought about my car and what her name should be. As I accelerated onto
C470 one day, it hit me. I love horses. I like to play around with words and I write silly rhymes. Of
course- my car’s name was totally apparent; her name had to be “Whinny”. Whinny, the MINI!
To complement her name, Whinny recently received identifying stripes. I wrote about the event on
my blog: http://livingadream2.blogspot.com/2016/08/whinny-earns-her-stripes.html -Cynthia
Pride
Simply put, Funyuns are my favorite road-tripping snack and road trips are my kind of fun..and
this = a CO licence plate. I left the "s" off on purpose because I don't advertise for free and it is more
about the fun than onion flavored snacks. A medium size bag of Funyuns fits nicely in front of the
stick shift as shown. (Picture taken during MTTS in July, with my dad and I sharing a bag.) –Noel
Lyons
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Our two MINIs, Volly and Max, are named after dragons in the book series His Majesty's Dragon by
Naomi Novik. Volly is our 1st gen hardtop. His full name, Volatilus, is somewhat incorrect Latin for
'flying' or 'rapid' and he is the small and fast courier dragon. Max, our Countryman, is named for
Maximus ('greatest' in Latin) who is a much larger battle dragon. -Kristan Haynes

I like the name Sonya. I traded my 2011 Subaru Impreza. I wanted a car that had great gas mileage
because I live in Colorado Springs and worked in Denver. My sister got a Countryman and I liked it,
but I didn’t want something that big. I went on the MINIUSA.COM and made the MINI I wanted.
Three months later I picked up my MINI and started to make it mine. I wish I could show you some
pictures, but she got hit last week and in the shop getting fixed. -Christopher Pirri

After I got my first Mini I was told that I had to name it.
I kept putting it off since, who in their right mind names a car?
So I spent a week trying to come up with a witty name for it.
I went to the dealership to pick it up after they programmed the Sirius Satellite Radio for me, tuned
it to the station I listen to the most (Deep Tracks) and started driving home.
About 3 songs in Queen’s “I’m in Love with my Car” came on.
That’s when it hit me…my MINI’s name is CAR.
Unfortunately, CAR came to an untimely demise on one of the LA freeways, so I got another one,
and yes…..his name is CAR also! He even has a name badge to prove it. -Mike Lawler
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My 2013 S convertible is The Mini Fish - sometimes Minnow. When visiting my family in England,
every time we head to the fish and chip shop my Aunt Barbara always says, "Just get the mini
fish." -Karen Kennedy

Cait’s driving and she wanted me to let you know that she named her car Coopa because we're from
Boston and everything sounds like it has an “ah” sound at the end. If I ever got a MINI I would name
it something British, but not really sure at this present time what I would use for a name. My first
choice was Nigel, but someone already has that name. –Brian Cochrane, for Cait O’Connor
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Getting the Best Value with Your Service
We all know by now that I have passion for motoring and the tech behind that all that fun, but I
thought I would share some insider information with you, my friends. I’m sure you can remember the
first time you had to take MINI in for repairs and may have been a little shocked at the price. I assume
the thought went along the lines of, “How can a little car cost so much to repair?”
Being a hardcore BMW guy, MINI wasn’t really on my radar when they first came out…until I finally
got around to driving one. I was surprised at how well it handled and performed. It truly is a wellbalanced car. The technology to make your MINI such a fun, responsive ride didn’t come lightly or
cheaply. All the things I like about BMW, I found in MINI and like a BMW, repairs are not cheap.
The first line of defense for expensive repairs is having a stricter maintenance schedule; the other is
getting a better value for your dollar when it comes to repairs. When I say value I’m not talking directly
about the cost of a repair. The price is the price and when it comes to specialty shops the price for a
repair is usually not more than a 10% difference between shops. Value is what you are getting for
your dollar with that repair. Some examples of value would be the quality of the work, warranties,
loaner cars, nice waiting rooms, client conveniences and an accommodating staff. So what do you do
when all these specialty shops are providing all of these values? The most logical action would be to
price shop. This is time consuming and can be frustrating. When getting estimates every shop does
things slightly different, so it’s hard to compare apples to apples with an estimate (a topic that I will be
covering in an upcoming newsletter). My recommendation is to develop a good relationship, to have a
person.
When I say develop a relationship I don’t mean you have to be best friends with everyone who works
in the shop; and you don’t have to spend a lot of money to get this relationship. When I think about
some of my favorite clients I can say that they don’t spend big money on their cars or even drive what
would be considered “cool” cars. So what makes them fall into such an exclusive category? They still
ask questions; they won’t make a decision until they fully understand the situation; they call me out
when I miss something just like any other customer. The difference is that they know that I’m on their
side, that I have their best interests in mind, that I am their advocate and we trust each other. There is
this level of respect and trust that we share, which comes in handy when things don’t go according to
plan. It’s hard to say what you need to do exactly to get into this special club but I think it’s like when
you meet someone new and find you have similar interests. Luckily, you are most likely bringing your
MINI to a shop that shares your passion. Because of the cloud of mistrust that hovers over this
industry this relationship is more than valuable and once earned it can become a rather long
relationship.
When I meet a person for the first time I usually wait for the, what-do-you-do-for-a-living question. I
hesitate to answer just because of the fallout of what follows. I have an assortment of smartass
answers in the ready, as in, “I make sh*t happen for a living” or, “I make dreams come true.” When I
finally give up and tell them what I do, without fail, it’s, oh-let-me-tell-you-how-I-got-ripped-off-by-ashop story. I have probably heard a hundred of these stories and have yet to hear a situation in which
I believe there truly was any fraud. The majority of the time, in my opinion, the shop didn’t explain the
situation well enough and the customer didn’t know what questions to ask to get the answers they
needed. Combine that with the feeling of coming into the situation like you need to defend or protect
yourself and you have a recipe for disaster.
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After a few minutes of getting to know each other the next thing I hear is, “I’m glad to finally meet an
honest mechanic; would you work on my car?” Believe it or not, I’m not an anomaly, most of the
technicians I know are just like me, but what you are experiencing is your first taste of what it’s like
being a Client and not a Customer. In this industry if you want to get the best value for your dollar you
are going to want to become a Client and not a Customer.
Allow me to share a story with you.
I had this gentleman traveling through town with his new/used BMW X5. He bought this X5 through
Ebay and flew to Nevada to pick it up. During his trip home he found that there was a pretty
consistent warning gong that would go off seemingly randomly. A few hours of this would drive
anyone crazy. Unfortunately, his trip came into Denver on a Friday at the end of the month, which for
whatever reason, is the day that if you are going to have a bunch of stuff go wrong, like there is a full
moon out kind of weird problems, this is the day. He called other shops and no one was available to
help him out. Out of desperation he just showed up at our shop. The advisor came up to me asking if
I could just check out his X5 quickly and see if I could see why his warning chime was going off. I got
in and saw that the board monitor was missing, most likely an aftermarket radio was once there. I told
the advisor that we are not going to know what is causing the chime to go off until there is a board
monitor installed. Sometimes what happens is that we start playing the telephone game and
information gets lost in translation, so after a few back and forth messages between the advisor and
the client I decided to go converse with him myself.
I found him nervously sitting in the waiting lounge. I sat down next to him and introduced myself. I just
sat there and let him talk about his trip, his grandkids and new X5 he bought. We talked about options
to fix his immediate issue. Together, we came up with the idea of just disconnecting the chime and
having a shop spending the time to diagnose the problem when he gets home. I told him that when
he gets home and gets the X5 to the shop to have them give me a call so they could get a jump start
on the diagnosis. After a few more minutes of small talk he told me that he wished there was a shop
“like this” where he lived. While my first thought was that he was referring to how clean our shop was
he was actually talking about how he has never had a technician sit down and spend the time to
explain to him his options and be genuinely interested in his situation.
I didn’t share this story to brag, rather to illustrate the difference in being a Client compared to being a
Customer. In this industry you will get put in one of two slots at a shop, a Customer or Client. A
Customer is what you are when you go to Walmart or McDonalds. A Client is what you are when you
are visiting the doctor, dentist or masseuse. They cannot do their job to the full extent until they get to
know you on a personal level. When I think of some of my favorite Clients they are not the ones that
spent the most money, but the ones that I’m glad to see when I’m having a bad day. They are the
ones who ask me about my day and I know their fur babies names. Knowing the Client on a personal
level allows me to provide a level of service to match their needs and desires. Not everyone is the
same nor does everyone wants the same thing.
I recently had an idea that might help to build a relationship with a shop. As many of you know I’m a
new a daddy and with that came a lot of new and weird situations that I’m now experiencing. One of
which was selecting a pediatrician. I have to say that I have never had a strong personal relationship
with a doctor. In fact, I can’t remember the last time I actually saw my doctor since most of the time
it’s a nurse practitioner or a random ER doctor. I have the mentality of, “I broke; just fix me so I can
get on with my day.” This used to be fine for me, but now that I’m responsible for a little human I want
her to have someone on her side, an advocate, someone to make sure that she is taken care of.
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We started interviewing doctors, which I’d never had to do before. I didn’t know what to ask, but after
meeting with a few I found that I like the personality of one more than the others. I am convinced that
no matter what the issue all are capable of helping, but one doctor stood out above the rest simply
because we clicked during the interview and tour. While we sat in her office I thought that new clients
to a shop could greatly benefit from a sit-down with the Technician and Advisor and talk to them like I
did with the doctors. If you could find a team that you just clicked with wouldn’t that pleasantly affect
the experience?
I wouldn’t necessarily go to a shop and ask to interview the Advisor and Technician. Instead, with a
smile and handshake, request a casual sit-down with them and ask whatever questions you might
have. I really do love talking with Clients and I’m sure the majority of Technicians feel the same way.
The next time we talk and I ask who works on your MINI, I’d like to hear a Technician’s name and not
a shop.
As Always,
Happy Motoring!
Brian Peterman
BMW/MINI Master Technician
Shop Foreman at Avalon Motorsports
Msportdoctor@gmail.com

-by Diana Peterman

The first person who sends me all correct answers in a single email to secretary@mini5280.org will
win a MINI5280 post-it pad!

1.

4.

7.

2.

5.

8.

3.

6.

9.
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1. What is the title of this item?
2. MINI5280 Logo 2016 Infant Tshirt: in how many colors is this available?
3. MINI5280 Logo 2016 Tank Top: fill in the blank: “Smaller cut, designed to fit __________.”
4. How many ounces does this travel mug hold?
5. MINI5280 Logo 2016 Zip Hoodie: which size costs an additional $3?
6. MINI5280 Logo Car Maternity Tshirt: this is listed twice; what are the total colors in which it is availale?
7. MINI5280 Logo Car Tedd Bear: how much does this cost?
8. MINI5280 Logo Car Tote: what are the three ways in which this is suggested to be used?
9. MINI5280 Logo Car Yard Sign: what are the measurements?
August MINItainment answers:

See the new calendar of events on our website! Click the link below to check out the calendar on the
MINI5280 website and add it to your Google Calendar.

MINI5280 Calendar









10 Sept
10 Sept
11 Sept
17 Sept
24 Sept
25 Sept
1 Oct
22 Oct

Maxwell Smarts Vintage Gadgets, Cool Appliances, Old Codger Tour and Drive
Countryman COLOR RUN
MiniCOW/CDCC M&M Run
MINI5280 Meeting/Winterizing & Detailing Your Ride/ Drive and Lunch
MINI BBQ Potluck
6th Annual MINI5280 Fall Colors Drive
Motoring Through the Hills of Texas
MiniCOW Fall Overnighter in Saratoga
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-submitted by Rhonda Johnson and Melissa Benson
We hope you have marked November 5th on your calendar for Yalla Yalla 2016. The theme this year
is “When I Grow Up…” so start thinking back to your early years and plan to dress as what you
wanted to be when you grew up.
To RSVP for the event, head to the Yalla Yalla FB page to find the official event here:

Yalla Yalla 2016
**Volunteers will be needed to help the event run smoothly. Please PM Melissa Benson or Rhonda
Johnson if you’d like to help during the rally instead of driving or pre/post rally needs.**

This year Schomp MINI will be sponsoring BRAlapalooza at www.freethegirls.org.
This will be a bra drive instead of a coat drive. You should go to the website to get a little more
information, but this organization collects gently used bras for woman that are coming out of human
trafficking.
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Use the links below from our website for information and direction about your membership:
General Membership Info

Renewing Members

New Membership

To Check Your Membership Expiration

Remember to visit our store at CafePress! Just click on the logo of your choice and see what fun
things you can order!
Click the following link to get the goods now:

MINI5280 CafePress Store

#mini5280
If you post your MINI5280-related photos to Instagram, please tag them with #mini5280
What is Instagram?
Instagram is an online mobile photo-sharing, video-sharing, and social networking service that enables its users to take pictures and videos, and share
them either publicly or privately on the app, as well as through a variety of other social networking platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and
Flickr. (Source: Wikipedia)
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Does your MINI want a chance in the spotlight? Show it off! Send a few pictures of you and/or
your MINI along with a brief description to secretary@mini5280.org and they will be featured in
the following month's newsletter!
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